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——March of 1936 brought all manner of calamity to the Sisters of Notre Dame in Springfield, Massachusetts, as well as to the
rest of New England. As I wrote in the Annals from the Archives article for February 2014, the winter of 1936 had been a
particularly bad one in Massachusetts. In early March, snow was still about two feet deep in many areas. That month began
with sadness for the Springfield sisters when Sister Stanislaus Louise Rowan (1873-1936) died suddenly on March 1st. After
her funeral, it began to rain. The rain continued on and off for the next two weeks, melting the deep snow. But so much water in
such a short time could not be absorbed into the mostly frozen ground.
And then, “a dreadful calamity . . .befell the city.” [Springfield Convent Annals, 1935-1944] With the rising temperatures and
the almost continuous rain, the thick ice blanketing the Connecticut River began to crack and break into enormous boulders.
Curious people poured into the city to stand on bridges and marvel at the rising waters and to watch the enormous ice floes
sweeping beneath them. But when the riverbanks began to be breached by the rising waters, those ice boulders were no longer
a tourist sight. Instead, they swept across the land with all the force of the raging river and slammed into anything in their path.
While all of New England was affected by the rising waters, the hardest hit city was Springfield. By March 13th, the waters of
the Connecticut River were 12 feet above the flood stage.
In nearby Holyoke, an ice dam 15 feet high blocked the surging waters for days. When it finally broke free, the roar could be
heard for miles. In Springfield, the waters ripped through a dike in the western part of the city, flooding 18 miles of streets—just
about all of them residential—and “all residents in West Springfield were obliged to abandon their homes. March 20th, the
Electric Light Plant was underwater, and the lighting system of the city returned to candles and kerosene lamps.”
Almost 50,000 people were forced to evacuate and many had to be rescued from their rooftops by police in boats. “All public
schools were opened as temporary quarters for the refugees; the Cathedral school also housed great numbers. Altho [sic] our
school was offered, they did not need to make use of it.” When people began looting, martial law was declared and the police
and National Guard patrolled the streets in boats. Though the waters finally began to recede on March 20th, danger still
remained in the guise of typhoid fever from the contaminated waters. Doctors started vaccinating all those in the temporary
shelters in an effort to forestall an epidemic.
In the aftermath, witnesses described the city as looking like a war zone. Streets had been torn up by the surging ice,
railroad tracks ripped from the ground, and many homes and businesses had been damaged or destroyed by the ice. Worst of
all, mud, up to three feet high, had been swept into many homes and buildings and over the streets, making the cleanup even
harder.

Damage to the city was estimated to be about 200 million dollars, which would be close to 40 billion dollars in today’s
currency. The only bright side to the destruction was that, “federal relief was requisitioned at Washington to eliminate the
danger of future ‘floods.’” Considering the country was still in the mist of the Depression, the government acted swiftly to
help the area. The Works Project Administration [WPA] hired local unemployed men and women to shovel mud off the
streets and out of buildings, pump out flooded cellars, and begin the enormous rebuilding of much of the city. More than
1000 women were hired to sew new clothing for the victims and the wages paid to these workers were the best many had
seen in a decade. With the boost from those new wages, residents in the Springfield area were able to buy new clothing,
appliances, furniture and other goods that had been lost in the flooding. And from that began the seeds of an economic
revival that helped the city recover from one of the worst disasters to strike the area.
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